The Donor Bill of Rights was created by the Giving Institute, Association for Healthcare Philanthropy (AHP), Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE), and Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP). It has been endorsed by numerous organizations, including UC Davis Health System.

**THE DONOR BILL OF RIGHTS**

Philanthropy is based on voluntary action for the common good. It is a tradition of giving and sharing that is primary to the quality of life. To assure that philanthropy merits the respect and trust of the general public, and that donors and prospective donors can have full confidence in nonprofit organizations and the causes they are asked to support, we declare that all donors have these rights:

- To be informed of the organization’s mission, of the way the organization intends to use donated resources, and of its capacity to use donations effectively for their intended purposes.
- To be informed of the identity of those serving on the organization’s governing board and to expect the board to exercise prudent judgment in its stewardship responsibilities.
- To have access to the organization’s most recent financial statements.
- To be assured their gifts will be used for the purposes for which they were given.
- To receive appropriate acknowledgement and recognition.
- To be assured that information about their donations is handled with respect and with confidentiality to the extent provided by law.
- To expect that all relationships with individuals representing organizations of interest to the donor will be professional in nature.
- To be informed whether those seeking donations are volunteers, employees of the organization or hired solicitors.
- To have the opportunity for their names to be deleted from mailing lists that an organization may intend to share.
- To feel free to ask questions when making a donation and to receive prompt, truthful and forthright answers.
TO OUR DONORS AND SUPPORTERS

THE GENEROUS SUPPORT of individuals, families, businesses, foundations and organizations plays a crucial role in enabling UC Davis Health System to continually renew and expand its commitment to advancing the health of communities in our region and around the globe. Your philanthropy provides the “margin of excellence” that allows UC Davis to create programs that can truly impact and improve health.

As we look to the future, the health system has a bold vision to transform health care. We are committed to excellence in each of our missions – education, research, clinical care and outreach.

From celebrating interprofessional education that teaches medical and nursing students to learn and practice in teams to ground-breaking research that ranges from cutting-edge basic science studies to translational investigations, UC Davis is leading the way to better health for all. Our patient programs provide access to state-of-the-art specialty care and serve as a safety net for the underserved. Our extensive outreach efforts connect with diverse communities throughout the state. UC Davis truly is a treasure for our entire community.

We thank you for partnering with us on this important work. Our deeply cherished donors, like those of you profiled in this booklet, are making a powerful difference in our community and beyond.

Please feel free to contact me or members of our Health Sciences Advancement team for more information about our key fundraising initiatives.

Thank you for your continued support of UC Davis Health System and the commitment we share with you to advance health for all.

Sincerely,

Claire Pomeroy

CLAIREF POMEROY, M.D., M.B.A.
Vice Chancellor, Human Health Sciences Dean, School of Medicine
Thanks to the Safeway Foundation’s generous support of the WeCARE! Community-Based Breast Cancer Peer Navigator Project, Kathleen Kelly’s roller coaster of feelings about having cancer leveled out when she was paired with a breast-cancer survivor who served as her cancer coach.
COACHING OTHERS THROUGH A FAMILIAR PATH

“Patients new to cancer are especially vulnerable and often overwhelmed with unsolicited advice. The Safeway Foundation has given us a tremendous opportunity to give these women a reliable, connected and professional source of support.”

— MARLENE VON FRIEDERICH-S-FITZWATER
Director, UC Davis Cancer Center
Outreach Research and Education

When Kathleen Kelly was diagnosed with breast cancer last year, she also was given the unique opportunity to take part in a new program at the UC Davis Cancer Center. Kelly was paired with a breast cancer survivor who served as her “cancer coach” as part of the WeCARE! Community-Based Breast Cancer Peer Navigator Project.

The program exists because of the generous support of the Safeway Foundation. It is the only one of its kind in the Western United States.

Kelly’s coach gave her the support she needed to move beyond her diagnosis. Many women experience exhaustive information-gathering and emotional swings before seeing their oncologists.

Kelly says having someone available to her who understood the roller coaster of feelings was invaluable during her surgery, chemotherapy and radiation.

“The peer navigator was an excellent listener who could affirm my feelings.”

Marlene von Friederichs-Fitzwater, herself a cancer survivor, created the peer navigator program for breast cancer patients with women like Kelly in mind. She secured funding for it from the Safeway Foundation.

“Patients new to cancer are especially vulnerable and often overwhelmed with unsolicited advice,” says von Friederichs-Fitzwater, director of UC Davis Cancer Center’s Outreach Research and Education Program.

“The Safeway Foundation has given us a tremendous opportunity to give these women a reliable, connected and professional source of support that can significantly reduce their anxiety, uncertainty and fear.”

The foundation has made supporting breast cancer research and prevention programs a priority, raising $18.6 million during the company’s Breast Cancer Research and Awareness campaign in 2008.

“UC Davis Cancer Center has identified a need in the community and, thanks to the customers and employees at Safeway, we can work together and provide funding for a unique community-based breast cancer peer navigator program,” says Karl Schroeder, president of Safeway Northern California Division.

Navigators go through several full-day training sessions each year. They are matched with newly diagnosed breast cancer patients and work with them for three to six months following diagnosis. They offer psychosocial support, coach their partners on problem-solving and coping skills, and often accompany them to physician visits and treatments.

UC Davis’ von Friederichs-Fitzwater says she hopes this cost-effective program— which began last January and already is showing promising results— will be replicated nationally.

“Patients report reduced levels of anxiety and increased levels of knowledge, while their coaches report a higher quality of life. They enjoy giving back.”
“Why us” is a question that echoes for Jennifer Nesbitt, whose daughter Natalie, standing, was diagnosed with autism at 18 months of age. Nesbitt’s younger daughter, 1-year-old Olivia, so far shows no signs of autism. The family is part of the Early Autism Risk Longitudinal Investigation, a National Institutes of Health study that includes additional funding from Autism Speaks, the largest autism science and advocacy group in the U.S.
Natalie Nesbitt was just shy of her first birthday when her parents began to suspect something was amiss. Unlike other infants, she didn’t reach out for her mother or cry when left with strangers. Natalie also gave no sign that she recognized either parent.

“As a new mom, you tell yourself it’s just a phase,” recalls Sacramento resident Jennifer Nesbitt. “But, by 18 months, nothing had changed.” Natalie was diagnosed with autism.

Like other parents of children with autism, the Nesbitts want answers. Topping their list is this basic question: Why does my child have this mysterious neurodevelopmental disorder that affects one in 150 children?

A $2.5 million grant from Autism Speaks is helping a network of leading researchers study that question. Working at four field sites, including the UC Davis MIND Institute, researchers will follow as many as 1,200 pregnant women who already have a child with autism, studying possible environmental risk factors and their interplay with genetic susceptibility during the prenatal, neonatal and early postnatal period.

“We are extremely pleased to fund such a stellar group of researchers who have both the scientific and clinical expertise needed to conduct this groundbreaking study,” says Geraldine Dawson, chief science officer for Autism Speaks, the nation’s largest autism science and advocacy organization. “The team at the MIND Institute brings strong expertise in neuroscience, environmental health and clinical psychology, all of which are essential to the success of this project.”

The study, known as the Early Autism Risk Longitudinal Investigation (EARLI), was established with a $14-million National Institutes of Health grant. It complements a similar NIH study called MARBLES (Markers of Autism Risk in Babies – Learning Early Signs), which is investigating biological and environmental exposures and risk factors that may contribute to the development of autism.

Autism Speaks’ funding augments the NIH study by ensuring that DNA is collected from children with autism and their family members to analyze whether there are potential links.

Researchers say the EARLI project is particularly promising because of its comprehensive design, large sample of infants at risk for autism and multidisciplinary team of investigators.

“This study represents the gold standard approach for looking into autism risk factors,” says Irva Hertz-Picciotto, UC Davis professor and chief of the Division of Environmental and Occupational Health. “If you want to understand the underlying causes, you need to observe children and their mothers during pregnancy and long before the symptoms actually appear.”

The Nesbitts agree.

“There must be some environmental trigger,” Jennifer Nesbitt says. “So we’re gratified to see a group of researchers dedicated to exploring that.”
Longtime Sacramento banker William G. Hegg has supported numerous groups in the region, including UC Davis Cancer Center where both he and his daughter, Rachael Lamkin, were treated.
Underlying William G. Hegg’s approach to charitable giving is a three-word philosophy: Keep it local. Throughout his life, Hegg has done just that.

“I think there should be plaques all over Sacramento with his name on them as I would be willing to bet that he has had a hand in providing funds or services to every major nonprofit in Sacramento,” says proud daughter Rachael Lamkin, a Bay Area attorney.

One of his beneficiaries is the UC Davis Cancer Center.

Hegg, a 47-year resident of Sacramento who led Sacramento Savings Bank for many years, has made contributions to the center totaling $200,000 in the past year alone. His recent gifts were made in honor of the “indomitable courage and spirit” of his daughter, who was treated for lymphoma by oncologist Joseph M. Tuscano.

“It’s hard to get close to institutions,” Hegg says. “But health care, of course, is a people business, and I’ve been so impressed with the people at UC Davis. They are indeed making a great contribution to Northern California.”

Hegg’s association with UC Davis dates to 1994, when physicians diagnosed him with prostate cancer. After conducting a nationwide search for possible procedures and physicians, he selected UC Davis and Ralph W. deVere White, a world-renowned prostate cancer specialist and director of the cancer center.

His surgery was successful, but in 2007, Hegg’s daughter, Rachael, was diagnosed with Stage IV lymphoma.

“When Dr. deVere White heard I was sick, he reached out to my father and told him UC Davis would fight for my life,” Lamkin says. “When Dr. deVere White tells you his team will fight for you, that’s the best assurance you can get.”

Born and raised in Wisconsin, Hegg is a soft-spoken, unassuming man who has drawn widespread respect from the Sacramento community and beyond. He holds an honorary degree from the University of Wisconsin and is a graduate of the University of Illinois.

He spent 31 years at Sacramento Savings Bank, leading its growth from a company with 60 employees and three branches to more than 900 employees and $3.2 billion in assets.

Lamkin recounts a time when she referred to her father using his middle name when talking to a Sacramento lawyer. Shocked, the lawyer said that everyone he knew calls him ‘Mr. Hegg.’

“For me, the story is hilarious because people think of my dad as this impossible man – the CEO of a huge local bank for many years. But to see him like that is not to see him,” she says.

“My dad believes that all people are worthy of basic human dignities. Thus, quietly, without fanfare, he is behind the scenes making sure people who are less fortunate get a break.”

For UC Davis, and other organizations he has endorsed, his support has been invaluable.

“For the past two decades, Hegg has been a constant supporter of the cancer center, whether as an ambassador for our programs, an advisor or a very generous donor,” deVere White says. “He is one of those people who truly makes a difference.”
Sacramentans Teresa and Kevin Partington are supporting stem cell research at UC Davis to advance discovery of new treatment options for genetic diseases, such as cystinosis, which afflicts their twins, Jenna and Patrick.
Nearly everyone has heard of stem cell therapy, but few imagine what a difference it could make to their own lives. When Teresa and Kevin Partington learned about the UC Davis stem cell program, they soon realized that this powerful new avenue of medical research may offer the best chance of a cure for cystinosis, a rare genetic disorder that afflicts their 5-year-old twins, Jenna and Patrick.

The UC Davis stem cell program, which will be housed in the UC Davis Institute for Regenerative Cures, a facility supported by the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM), is at the forefront of stem cell research in California. When the program was launched in late 2008, the Partington family was there to show their support. A moving address from Judy Roberson, who had lost her husband and other family members to Huntington’s disease, so inspired the Partingtons that they pledged $10,000 to the Huntington’s disease stem cell team.

The twins’ disease, cystinosis, is very different from Huntington’s disease, which first manifests itself as severe neurological problems in adults. In cystinosis, damage to multiple organs, especially the kidneys and eyes, develops in childhood.

“If they find a cure for Huntington’s disease, it increases the chance that there will be help for our kids,” says Kevin Partington. “We think there will be a crossover in how these research findings can be applied.”

Institute Director Jan Nolta, professor in the Division of Hematology and Oncology and one of the nation’s leading experts in stem cell research, agrees. She feels that stem cell research offers the only hope for many genetic diseases and that the work of the Institute will have widespread ramifications.

“We are not only preparing stem cell replacement therapies for many diseases, but we are also using stem cells to develop new drugs to treat symptoms,” she said. “The field of regenerative medicine is revolutionizing treatment options.”

According to Nolta, private donations help place investigators in a position to seek larger state and federal research funds that advance their critical work. Nolta pointed out that gifts for Huntington’s disease from the Partingtons and other donors enabled the team to secure a CIRM grant for almost $3 million to work toward a cure for the devastating disease.

The Partingtons are encouraged that research in Huntington’s will lead to breakthroughs for children with cystinosis.

“Our main mission is to find a cure for genetic diseases to help our children and others,” said Partington. “We firmly believe that the future of medicine is in stem cell research and gene therapy.”
FRIENDS OF MEDICINE was established in 2005 to honor and encourage those who have given financial support to the education, research and patient-care programs of UC Davis Health System. Friends of Medicine is the first-ever donor society at UC Davis Health System, and recognizes donors who make a one-time gift of $25,000 or more, or who have cumulative giving of $100,000 or more.
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The vital work of UC Davis Health System is made possible through the caring generosity of its donors. Between July 1, 2008, and June 30, 2009, the health system was the grateful recipient of $20 million in private support. Your support and commitment are truly inspiring. Thank you!
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David Stangland, M.D., and Catherine Stangland
Virginia Stanzagen
Tucker Stapleton
John and Betsy Stauffer
Denise Stein
Evelyn Stein
Ann Stevens, M.D., and Richard Glaser
Floyd and Pat Stevens
Katharine K. Stevens
William Stevens, M.D., and Susanne Roessler, M.D.
Elma Stewart
Teresa Stewart
Robert and Julia Stroddard
Ray Stone Jr. and Marylou Stone
Roy Street
Dan and Doreen Strnad
Steve and Sue Strong
Ken Stuart
Margana and Kerry Suendermann
Anastasia Sugandi
Barry Sugerman, M.D., and Nancy Sugerman
Jim and Sandra Sullivan
James and Nancy Summers
Michael Summers
Helen Suran
Julie Sutcliffe
Scott Sutton
Tom and Raquel Swan
Colleen Sweeney, Ph.D.
Edward Sweet, Jr., M.D.
U. Swiatecki
Marty Swingle and Beverly Sandeen
Leon and Carol Tager
Timothy Takagi, M.D.
Peter and Tomie Takahashi
B. and Roger Takeuchi
Ronald Tamaru, M.D., and Colleen Tamaru
Chung-Jeng Tang
Esther and Mike Tang
Kimiko Tanouye
Pauline Tapia
Eugene and Helen Tashima
Barbara Taylor
John Taylor
Kathleen Taylor, M.D.
Lawrence Taylor
Pearlie Taylor
Robert and Carol Taylor
Betty Teasdale, M.D.
Joyce Raley Teel and James Teel
Teresa Tempkin
Amie Teramoto
Richard and Kimiko Teramoto
Daniel W. Terry Jr., M.D., and Lynne B. Terry
Elizabeth Terry
Robert and Ann Testa
Marina Texeira
Barbara and Vernon Thiessen
Kristine and Dean Thirkell
Gary and Janet Thomas
Sharon Thomas
Brian Thompson
John and Jane Threlkeld
George Tice
Judy Tiesel
William and Alice Tiflin
Steven Tiller
William Tillerson Jr.
Carol Tillet
Katherine Timmerman
Peery Tischer
Tiffany Tjon
Bert and Christina Todd
Joseph Todoroff
Leola Toliver
Elizabeth Tom, M.D.
John Tomatch, M.D.
Neil Josephino Tomaneng, M.D., and Roselle Tomaneng
M. and Susan Toner
Elizabeth Toombs
Angelica Torres
Suheil and Christine Totah
Thuy Tran
Cori Traub
Christopher Traughber, M.D.
Palmer Traylor
Virgil Traynor, D.V.M.,
and Jacqueline Traynor
Beverly Treadaway
Carl and Sandra Tredex
Teresa and Brett Trimble
R. Troshinsky
Cynthia Truman-Busche
Jimmy Tsang
Priscilla Tsao, M.D.
Masuo and Ann Tsuda
Tim Tucker
Melanie Tuerk, M.D.
Lois and Jesse Turnbaugh
Ben Turner and Jean Locket-Turner
Joseph Tuscano, M.D.
Michelle Twist
James and Shirley Underhill
Mary Upham
Jeffrey Uppington
Anthony Urquiza
Garth Utter, M.D.,
and Clara Paik, M.D.
Daksha Vaid, M.D.
Susan Van Nostrand
Kelly Vanderpool
Spencer Vargas
Joanne Vecce
Stephen Veglia
Arthur and Kristin Venegas
Henry and Maria Venegas
Richard and Rosa Venegas
Daniel Vera
Henry and Margaret Verga
Pamela Vergara-Rodriguez, M.D.,
and Joris Prikken
William and Ernestine Vickery
Linda and Rusty Vidal
Dawn Vierria
G. and Jane Vieth
Margarita Villanueva
Citrea Vincent
Phuon Vo, M.D.
John Volk, M.D., and Barbara Volk
Robert and Linda Vollmer
John Warren, M.D.,
and Silvana Volpe, M.D.
Steven and Teresa Vorholzer
Charlotte Wacker
Jacqueline Wade
L. Waetjen
Karen Wagner
Amos Walker
Brian Walker, M.D.
Harry Walker, Ed.D.,
and Eleanor Walker
Stacey Wallace
William and Margaret Wallace
Nancy Walsack
David Wampold, M.D.,
and Nikki Wampold
Kim Wamsley
Betsy and Deepal Wannakuwatte
Carole Ward
Linda Ward, M.D.
Melvin and Doris Ward
Donald Warner, USAF Ret.,
and Gwenolende Warner
Deborah Wathen
Roger and Sammie Watson
Laurie and Roger Watt
Robert Wattron and Louise Brubaker
Anthony Way, M.D. and Joy Dobson
Dan Weaver
Betty Weber
Kenneth and Diane Weeks
Annemarie Wein
Joann and Ran Weiser
Christy Welch
Larry and Audrey Wells
Frances and Arleen Welsch
Frank Welsch
Mary and Dennis Westcot
Lynda White
Robert White
Peter Whiteland and
Laurie Walker-Whiteland
Mary Whorton
Dorothy Wiederrich
Roma Wiegel
David Wieman
Mike Wiethorn
Kimberley Wiley, M.D.
Michelle Wilkins
Arthur Willans
Carol Williams
Carol and Davie Williams
Hilton and Mary Beth Williams
Janice Williams
Karen and Ken Williams
Nancy Williams
Thelmanique Williams-Hall
William and Beatrice Williamson
Susan and Thomas Willoughby
Anthony Wilson
Lucille Wilson
Norman and Lorraine Winings
William and Vivian Wirt
Thomas and Karen Wirth
Janet Wise
Garry and Terece Wisniewski
Wesley Wittman, D.V.M.
Kelly Witzelberger
David Wolf, M.D., and Janet Wolf
Robert and Masako Wolf
Roger Wolftz
Peter Won, M.D. and Sharon Won
Albert and Gloria Wong
Elliott Wong, M.D.,
and Yvonne Otani, M.D.
Randolph and Jayne Wong
Tony and Pui Wong
Harold R. Wood Revocable Trust
Reva Woodward
Janet Lohmann Wortmann
Christopher and Kelley Wrba
Charles R. Wright
Robert and Linda Wright
Horace Wuff Jr. and Nina Wuff
Johnnie Wurm
John and Sonia Wynne
Jiying Xu
Harry Yakabe
Robert and Debbie Yakabe
Richard and Sally Yamauchi
Eleanor Yang
Shagufta Yasmeen, M.D.
Abraham Yee
Amy Yee
Edison Yee
Franklin Yee, M.D.
and Sandra Yee
Malcolm Yeh, M.D.
Timothy Yeh, M.D.,
and Laura James
Peter Yellowlees, M.D.,
and Barbara Yellowlees
Yoshimi Yokohari
Christine You and
Joseph You, D.D.S.
Angela Young
Keith and Anne Young
Oglesby Young, M.D.,
and Pamela Young
Leslie Yu
Samuel Yu, M.D.
Donald Zacharias, M.D.,
and Ann Zacharias
Leif and Elsie Zakariassen
S. Haig Zeronian, Ph.D.,
and Irene Zeronian
Sheng Zhang
Michael and Deborah Ziegler
Susan Ziomba, M.D.
Jeffrey Zivin
Nathan & Jocelyn Zivin
Lore Zuniga
Edie Zusman, M.D., F.A.C.S.,
and Stephen Pratt
CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS

$1,000,000 OR MORE
The Larry L. Hillblom Foundation Inc.

$500,000 – $999,999
American Heart Association
National Center
Autism Speaks
Blue Shield of California Foundation
Children’s Miracle Network
Muscular Dystrophy Association
Ovarian Cancer Research Fund
Safeway Foundation
Shriners Hospitals for Children

$100,000 – $499,999
Agar Corporation
Allergen
American Cancer Society Inc.
American College of Rheumatology
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
California HealthCare Foundation
California Wellness Foundation
Concern Foundation
Costco Wholesale
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
The Dana Foundation
Dialysis Clinic Inc.
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Epilepsy Foundation of America
Food Allergy & Anaphylaxis Network
Foundation Fighting Blindness
Genentech Inc.
Joan’s Legacy: Uniting Against Lung Cancer
Johnson & Johnson Services Inc.
Klingenstein Fund Inc.
Kohl’s
March of Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation
Med-Tech West Inc.
National Alliance for Research (NARSAD)
Philip Morris USA
Research To Prevent Blindness
Serotonin Surge Charities
St. Jude Medical
Susan G. Komen Research Foundation
Teva Neuroscience Inc.

$50,000 – $99,999
Abbott Laboratories
Agilent Technologies Foundation
American Diabetes Association
Amgen
AO Spine North America
Boston Scientific Foundation Inc.
The California Endowment
DePuy Spine Inc.
Firefighters Burn Institute
Foundation Leducq
Friends Of Costco Hospital Guild
Johnson & Johnson Services Inc.
Klingenstein Third Generation Foundation
KRQ 98 Rock
Lanie Foundation
OMeGA Medical Grants Association
Par 4 Kids’ Sale
PBCERS
Pediatric Bionics
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Society for Cardiovascular Angiography & Interventions
ZD Wines

$25,000 – $49,999
Aldagen Inc.
ArthroCare Corporation
Auburn Community Cancer Endowment Fund
Autism Research Institute
Biotronik Inc.
Bonnie J. Addario Lung Cancer Foundation
Coca-Cola Bottlers Foundation
Coolest 24 Race Against Cancer
Guide Alliance Trust Fund/Fidelity
Knapp Family Fund #2/Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Medtronic Inc.
Monsanto Company
National Collegiate Inventors
Northern California Marriott Charities
Polycom Inc.
Radiological Society of North America
Rett Syndrome Research Foundation
Senior Citizens of Davis
Synthes USA
Wescem Credit Union

$10,000 – $24,999
Abbott Laboratories
American Academy of Otolaryngology
Anonymous
Aslam Foundation
Associated California Loggers
Log-A-Load For Kids
Association of Pediatric Program Directors
AT&T
Capital City AIDS Fund
Charles & Margaret Pue/Fidelity
Colliers International
Epic Systems Corporation
Florida Fragile X Families Foundation Inc.
Golden 1 Credit Union
Helen Forster Novy/San Francisco Foundation
Innovation Orthopaedics
JMT Financial Services Inc.
John & Marcia Goldman Fund/Jewish Community Foundation
KPTP Realty Inc.
National Ovarian Cancer Coalition Inc.
Orthopaedic Research & Education Foundation
PER Group L.P
Pfizer Inc.
Ride for a Reason Inc.
Riegels Campos & Kenyon L.L.P
Sacramento Valley Electric League
SAFE Credit Union
Smiths Medical
TiGenix
Turlock Eye Physicians Medical Group
United Way California Capital Region
Wyeth

$5,000 – $9,999
American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
American Academy of Pediatrics
American Neurological Association
Bender MedSystems GMBH
Biomarin Pharmaceutical Inc.
California Credit Union League
California Credit Union League SF & Mt. Diablo
Chapter Golf Tournament
Community College Foundation
Cook Group Inc.
Elsevier Inc.
Embryon Inc.
Esquire IMAX
Esurance Inc.
Genentech Foundation for Biomedical Sciences
General Electric Foundation
Genzyme Corporation
Giboney Tree of Hope
Global Impact
Intuitive Gifts
Medpoint Communications Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Myasthenia Gravis Foundation Inc.
Nevro Corporation
Regional Medical Center of San Jose
Roche Diagnostics (Thailand) Ltd.
Rotary Club of Sacramento
Sacramento Valley Chapter
California Credit Union League
Sigma Chi Fraternity
Stryker Corporation
Synthes CMF
Takeda Chemical Industries Ltd.
Teammates for Kids Foundation
The Order Sons of Italy in America
TransS1 Inc.
U.S. Civilian Research & Development Foundation
UBS Financial Services Inc.
UC Davis Health System 2008–2009 Honor Roll of Donors

$1,000 – $4,999
5 Star Detail & Wash Inc.
Advanced Property Management
Aegis Assisted Living
Aids Housing Alliance
Albert & Anna Wang Fund/Fidelity
Alpine Orthopaedic Medical Group Inc.
Alzheimer’s Association
Alzheimer’s Association of Northern California and Northern Nevada
American Academy of Dermatology
American Cancer Society Inc.
American Psychiatric Association
American Water
Amen Pac-Match Gift Program
Autism Coalition of Nevada
Bank of America
United Way Campaign
Bays Family/Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Best Buy
Blue Oaks Elementary Parent Teacher Club
Buck Enterprises
Business Legal Financial Center
California Deer Association
California State Grange
CarboMedics Inc.
Centocor Inc.
Chevron
Church of Jesus Christ Latter-Day Saints
Class of 2006 School of Medicine Contractors Caring for Kids
Covidien
Credit Union Miracle Day Inc.
Credit Unions for Kids
Custom Installation Services Inc.
Cyrax Prenatal Products
Dempots Napa Cooperage
DirectBuy of Sacramento
Donald & Kathleen Carlin Fund/Fidelity
Drom’s Comics and Cards
El Macero Women’s Golf Group
Entercom Sacramento L.L.C.
Eye Consultants of Atlanta, P.C.
Farmers Insurance Group Inc.
France Foundation
Gail P. Ramos Lung Cancer Foundation
Glassrock Partnership
Grand Lodge I.O.O.F. of the State of California
Dr. & Mrs. Robert M. Green/Fidelity
Heller Company Inc.
Hollywood Videos
HORC Inc.
Howard S. Wright Constructors
HSW Enterprises
Hume & Company Inc.
IBM International Foundation L.L.P.
Independent Benefit Supporters Inc.
IRIS AO Inc.
Jared The Galleria of Jewelry
Jim and Mary Jo Streng Fund/Fidelity
Jimboy’s Tacos
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan Inc.
Kayakers 4 Kids
Kellogg Company
Knapp Family #1/Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Landon Pediatric Foundation
MiraMed
Miyamoto International Inc.
Molina Healthcare of California
MTC Property Management
Northern California Firefighters Association
Nugget Market
Pacific Auction Company
Philip & Marjorie Dunn Fund/Vanguard
PJ Inc.
Presidio Inc.
Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals
Quilts for Kids Inc.
RBC Life Sciences USA Inc.
RCA Community Fund/Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Reich and Walner L.L.P.
Research and Diagnostic Systems Inc.
Robbie Adrian Luxury Organics
Robert & Winifred Gaines/Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Roche Labs
Rocklin Firefighters Local 3847
Rosenfeld Heart Foundation Inc.
Rotary Club of Point West
Sacramento Valley Floor Covering Association
Shire Human Genetic Therapies Inc.
Sierra Central Credit Union
Sierra Health Foundation
Sigma Alpha Epsilon – Davis Chapter
Sigma Chi Fraternity
Silverton Skin Institute P.L.L.C.
Sims Metal
SIMS/Hugo Nev
Smile Train Inc.
Sons of Italy Western Foundation
Source Surgical Inc.
St. Jude Medical Foundation
Stanley E. Goldfein Foundation Inc.
Storz & Bickel America Inc.
Sunrise Macular Degeneration Association
SureWest Foundation
Sutter Health
TechSkills
Thomas Weisel Global Partners
Travis Credit Union
UC Davis School of Medicine Class of 1994
Union Bank of California, N.A.
Union Pacific Railroad
United Way
United Way of Greater Los Angeles
Wagner Kirkman Blaine Klomparens
Walker Chiropractic
Wells Fargo Community Support
Western Health Advantage
Wing & Chee Fat Family Fund/Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Women’s Softball Fund
Wyeth-Ayerst Pharmaceuticals

$500 – $999
AAF Sacramento Ad Club
Angels for Hearts
Atwell Media Services Inc.
Autism Society of Minnesota
Beiersdorf Inc.
Broderick & Company
Brownie’s Blueprint Company Inc.
California Giving
California State Prison-Sacramento
CBS Radio
CDF Firefighters Humboldt
Del Norte Chapter
Cisco Systems Inc.
Colourpress Printing
Deluxe CCTV Video Surveillance
Dexcom
DuaDexus Inc.
Energy Conservation Technologies
Endres Law Firm
Feinberg Group L.L.P.
First United Methodist Church
Girl Scouts Heart of Central California
Greater Kansas City Community Foundation
Hanson McClain Inc.
Ideate Inc.
Intel Foundation
Israel Fund/Jewish Community Foundation
J.E. Upham
Kraft General Foods Inc.
Lasalles L.L.C.
Lee Institute of Plastic Surgery
Lester Consulting Group Inc.
Mary Covillaud Elementary
Sunshine Club
Media Solutions
New York Life Foundation
Northwestern Mutual Foundation
Organized Labor Credit Union
ACME Electric Company
Allied McDonald Entertainment
Al’s Land Clearing Inc.
America’s Christian Credit Union
Anova Architects
Anthony L. Neves and Son Farming
Armour Steel Company Inc.
Asset Protection Concepts
Barry A. White Aflac
Bill Wood Investments Inc.
Bonblair
Brayden Durant Children’s Foundation
Brinker International
Brown Construction Inc.
Byers Gymnastics Center
Clyde and Melissa Drydahl Fund/American Endowment Foundation
California Community Foundation
Cal-Pro C.I.S.
Calstar 8
Capital Engineering Consultants
Caremark Rx Inc.
Carlton Senior Living L.L.C.
Carmichael Senior L.L.C.
Cathafeffects Inc.
Catholic Healthcare West
CCAF Deaf & Disabled Telecommunications
CDM
Celadon
Ceniom Inc.
Center Stage Dance Academy
Central Valley Realty
Charles C. Bell Inc.
Christmas All Year Programs
CNM Construction Company Inc.
CNS Hockey Inc.
Cole’s Chop House
Commerce Bank of Folsom
Commerce Printing Services
Community Health Charities
Country Club Manor
D. & N. Wampold/National Philanthropy Trust
Dana Activities Committee
Dana Structural Manufacturing L.L.C.
Daniel M. King, M.D.
Dauntless Prima Donna’s of Springfield
Davis Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
Discovery Kingdom JPA/Six Flags
Driveline Service of Sacramento
E.G. Ayers Distributing
Electronic Data Systems Corporation
Eskaton
Exhibit Surveys
Eye Center of Northern California Inc.
Ferrari Color
Fidelity Investments
Charitable Fund
Flip 2 It Sports Center
Forrar Williams Architects
Fragle X Resource Group of Greater Cincinnati
Future Ford of Sacramento
G Salon
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
Garick Air Conditioning
Gartner Inc.
Good Friends Restaurant
Goodfellow Bros. Inc.
Greek Orthodox Church
Han & Wai Moy/Fidelity Fund
Hana Design
Hearts of Hope
Horizon West HealthCare Inc.
Hoshida & Reyes Architecture/Planning
HP Company Foundation
Info Tech Training Solutions L.L.C.
Inspection Services Inc.
Investment Properties
J.M. Equipment Co. Inc.
JTS Sports Services Inc.
Junior Diabetes Research Foundation
“K” Line America Inc.
Kent B. Seitzinger Law Offices
Kindred Healthcare Inc.
Krass-Cruz Management Inc.
Leamom Constant General Repair/Tractor Work
Liberty Mutual
Lorman Education Services
Lucchetti Ranch
M. Arfin/R. Rebitzer/Jewish Community Foundation
Maki Heating & A/C Inc.
McRoberts and Hume
Meglaur Inc.
Miller Manufacturing Company
Moody’s Foundation
Moonlite Transitions L.L.C.
Morris, Widman & Keim P.A.
Moses Luna Attorney at Law
MTI College
Norwood Pines
Alzheimer’s Care Center
Nutrition for You
Orangevale Church of Christ
Ose Family Fund/Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Pacific Gas & Electric
Palm Valley Care Services Inc.
Paul Snider Enterprises
Pechanga Resort & Casino
Pepperidge Farm Inc.
Personalized Homecare & Homemaker
Plant Bros Corporation
Preceptor Delta Eta/Beta Sigma Phi
Primrose
Prudential Foundation
Rancho Murieta Quilters
Rex Klein Insurance Services
Rine Diversified
Runyon Saltzman & Einhorn Inc.
S.D. Farms
Sacramento City College
Sacramento Oriental Rug Gallery
Sacramento Torch Club Inc.
Santa Clara County Law Advocates
Seasons Restaurant
Setness Tours Inc.
Skinny Tire Events L.L.C.
Snow & Associates Inc.
Somanetics Corporation
Sonora Vet Group Inc.
Stewart & Jasper Orchards
Summit Associates
Sun-Maid Growers of California
Surgical Specialists Inc.
TABB Inc.
Technique Gymnastics Inc.
Tenet Healthcare Foundation
Thomas P. Raley Foundation
Toulouse L.L.C.
Trexler Insurance & Financial Services
Turning Point Community Programs
United Way of San Joaquin County
United Way Silicon Valley
University Enterprises Inc.
University of Southern California
Utah Hematology Oncology PC
Vacuum Process Engineering Inc.
Vantage Lending
Vetrano Group Mortgage Services Inc.
Visual Marketing Inc.
West Valley Christian Academy
Western States Barbeque Association
William P. Tormgren,
Attorney at Law
Winberry Design Group
Woodstock’s Pizza Inc.
Workroom Supply Inc.
Wornel Simpson Company
Ziegler Fund/Fidelity
UC DAVIS HEALTH SYSTEM
PHILANTHROPIC SUPPORT BY GIFT TYPE
2008 – 2009

- Cash $9,596,694
- Pledges $10,496,982
- Securities $45,821
- Nonmonetary $219,287

UC DAVIS HEALTH SYSTEM
TEN YEAR GROWTH BY AMOUNT
1999 – 2009

FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30

- $10 Million
- Gordon & Betty Moore Foundation Grant

DOLLAR AMOUNT (in millions)
We gratefully acknowledge those donors who have made gifts to establish endowed chairs and professorships at UC Davis Health System. Endowed positions, which provide support in perpetuity, enable the Health System to attract and retain faculty leaders. Appointment to an endowed chair or professorship recognizes the achievements of an individual faculty member and provides support and encouragement of his or her continued accomplishments.

1978
Albert Holmes Rowe Chair in Human Genetics
   Recruiting

1990
Robert E. Stowell Chair in Pathology
   Ishwarlal Jialal, M.D., Ph.D.

1993
Board of Visitors Endowed Chair in Honor of Hibbard E. Williams, M.D.
   Richard White, M.D.

   School of Medicine Alumni Association
   Endowed Chair in Bioethics
   Ben Rich, J.D., Ph.D.

1994
Jack and Donald Chia Professorship in Medicine
   M. Eric Gershwin, M.D.

   Lawrence J. Ellison Chair in Musculoskeletal Molecular Biology
   A. Hari Reddi, Ph.D.

   David Linn Chair in Orthopaedic Surgery
   David Fyhrie, Ph.D.

   Doris Linn Endowed Chair in Bone Biology
   Recruiting

1995
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Law Professorship of Medicine
   Joseph Leung, M.D.

   Ben-Ali Shriners Chair in Pediatric Orthopaedics
   George Rab, M.D.

1997
Paul F. Gulyassy Professorship
   Recruiting

   Pearl Stamps Stewart Endowed Chair in Surgery
   Recruiting

   Pearl Stamps Stewart Professorship
   Sarah Yuan, M.D., Ph.D.

1998
Tsakopulos-Vismara Endowed Chair
   Recruiting

2000
Michael W. Chapman Chair in Orthopaedic Surgery
   Paul E. Di Cesare, M.D.

2001
Gordon A. Wong, M.D., Endowed Professorship in Pulmonary and Critical Care
   Timothy Albertson, M.D., Ph.D., M.P.H.

   Richard A. Harrison and Nora Eccles Endowed Chair in Diabetes Research
   John Rutledge, M.D.

   Bronte Endowed Chair in Epilepsy Research
   Philip A. Schwartzkroin, Ph.D.

2002
CMN Endowed Chair in Pediatric Genetics
   Simeon Boyd, M.D.

   Joe Tupin Endowed Chair in Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences
   Robert Hales, M.D., M.B.A.
2003
Alan Stoudemire Professorship in Psychosomatic Medicine
  Recruiting
Lloyd E. and Rosemargaret Donant Chair in Trauma Medicine and Research
  David Wisner, M.D.
Roy Brophy Chair in Psychiatry and Behavioral Science
  Mark Servis, M.D.

2004
F. G. Novy Jr. Professorship in Dermatology
  Recruiting
Fred and Pat Anderson Family Endowed Chair in Transplant Research
  Mark Zern, M.D.
Frances Lazda Chair in Women’s Cardiovascular Medicine
  Amparo Villablanca, M.D.
Lena Valente Professorship for Medical Education
  Recruiting
Endowed Chair in Healthy Aging & Geriatrics
  Nancy E. Lane, M.D.
Beneto Foundation Chair
  David G. Amaral, Ph.D.
M.I.N.D. Institute Chair in Fragile X Research
  Randi Hagerman, M.D.
Lisa Capps Endowed Chair in Neurodevelopmental Disorders and Education
  Peter Mundy, Ph.D.

2005
Dean’s Chair in Cardiovascular Research in Honor of Joseph Silva Jr., M.D.
  Donald Bers, Ph.D.
Dean’s Chair in Clinical Teaching Excellence
  Recruiting
Robert E. Chason Chair in Neuroscience Research
  Endowed Professorship in Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences
  Sally Ozonoff, Ph.D.
Rumsey Chair in Pediatric Endocrinology
  Dennis Styne, M.D.

2006
Dean’s Professorship in Clinical Teaching Excellence
  Faith Fitzgerald, M.D.
Professorship in Schizophrenia Research
  Cameron Carter, M.D.
Golden 1 Professorship in Physician’s Training
  Recruiting

2007
UC Davis School of Medicine Dean’s Professorship in Bioethics
  Recruiting
Luke and Grace Kim Endowed Professorship in Cultural Psychiatry
  Francis Lu, M.D.
Dean’s Chair in Medical Research
  Recruiting
Bo Tomasz Brofeldt Chair in Emergency Medicine
  Nathan Kuppermann, M.D.
Ralph deVere White Professorship in Urologic Oncology Research
  Allen Gao, Ph.D.
Roger Tatarian Professorship for Cardiovascular Medicine
  Nipavan Chiamvimonvat, M.D.

2008
Auburn Community Cancer Endowed Chair in Basic Science
  Hsing-Jien Kung, Ph.D.
Codman-Radke Chair in Cancer Research
  Ralph W. deVere White, M.D.

DEFERRED ENDOWED CHAIRS & PROFESSORSHIPS
C. John, M.D. and Mary Hewes Tupper, M.D. Professorship
Neil C. and Carla F. Andrews Endowed Chair in Cancer Research
Paul and Phyllis Lipscomb Professorship in Orthopaedic Surgery
Ralph W. Albrecht Sr. Chair in Basic Science
Stanley Allan Fingerut and Barbara Esquibel Fingerut Endowed Chair in Cancer Research
HEALTH SCIENCES ADVANCEMENT

is responsible for building philanthropic support to help the health system meet its research, education, patient-care and community engagement goals. Development officers provide information about giving to the clinic, department, program or priority that interests you. They also work with your financial planner upon request. Please contact the appropriate development officer listed to discuss the gift method that best meets your goals and interests.

Stephanie Bray
Assistant Dean, Health Sciences Advancement
916-734-9402
stephanie.bray@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Maureen McNulty
Senior Development Officer & Corporate Relations Contact
916-734-9583
maureen.mcnulty@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Elizabeth Abad
Development Officer, School of Medicine and Alumni
916-734-9416
elizabeth.abad@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Lori Bachand
Annual Giving Officer
916-734-9400
lori.bachand@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

David Eastis
Development Officer, Internal Medicine
916-703-5117
david.eastis@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Louise Gane
Development Officer, Fragile X
916-703-0238
louise.gane@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Jacquelyn Kay-Mills
Children’s Miracle Network Program Officer
916-734-9192
jacquelyn.kay-mills@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Kathleen Kelly
Special Events Manager
916-734-9446
kathleen.kelly@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Kathryn Keyes
Development Officer, Surgical Specialties and Emergency Services
916-734-9673
kathryn.keyes@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Rachel Kirkley
Development Officer, Planned Giving
916-734-9063
rachel.kirkley@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Benjamin Korn
Development Officer, Neurosciences
916-734-6794
benjamin.korn@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Silvia Lester
Development Officer, Children’s Hospital
916-734-7284
silvia.lester@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Laurie MacIntosh
Director of Foundation Relations
916-734-9408
laurie.macintosh@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

Christine McGuire
Senior Donor Relations Officer
916-734-9115
christine.mcguire@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu
We gratefully acknowledge our generous donors and thank you for your support. Please accept our apology if we have made any errors or omissions with your name or gift. If your listing requires correction, contact Christine McGuire, Senior Donor Relations Officer for Health Sciences Advancement, at (916) 734-9115 or christine.mcguire@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu. We will correct our records immediately.